It’s that time of year where everything is
telling us summer is over. Things you might
notice within the landscape include:
• Lawns: As cooling temperatures occur,
growth of lawns will slow down, not
needing a constant source of water and
nutrients. Fall fertilization will occur to help
with color and steady fall growth to
prepare for winter. Irrigation watering will
be reduced, depending on weather.
• Beds: Weeds should begin to slow, as
watering is decreased during the fall.
Monitoring beds will continue though the
months, spraying as needed, along with the
raking of beds. Treatment of beds with preemergent will be applied during the month
of September/October.
• Plants: Plant growth should be slowing, and
all summer pruning should be completed to
prepare for fall. Pruning of trees for health
should take place where needed. Leaf Pick
up will be happening soon.

Other items during this time that you may see
from your team here at Monarch would be
Fall/Winter flowers. This adds that bit of
happiness to your site during these long gray
days!

Irrigation Winterization: Winterizing protects the
delicate components of the irrigation system
from the harmful effects of the cold winter
weather. The parts are vulnerable to the cold,
and if not protected, can easily break if any water
is left inside these components. The winterizing
process reduces vulnerability of the system
freezing, which reduces the chances of
components breaking or malfunction.

Fall is also a wonderful time to help with the
viability
of
your
turf.
Fall
ASL
(aeration/seed/lime) can be very helpful to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve Air Exchange Within the Soil
Reduce Thatch Build-Up
Relieve Soil Compaction
Help Modify PH in Deeper Root Zone
Seeding – Thickens Turf/Less Patchy
Help Reduce Water Runoff
Prepares Grass for Winter Dormancy and
Green Spring

Lastly, look for your LAMP (Landscape Asset
Management Plan) from our team for next
year’s budgets and proposed projects for your
Landscape. We are here to help maintain and
improve your landscape, both horticulturally
and financially.

